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By Eleonora Manara, ICS foreign exchange
Inspired by Greta Thunberg, a 16-year-old Swedish
activist, millions of people have
taken to the streets during the
latest global climate strike on
September 27 to raise awareness
about the climate crisis that they
believe is being caused by human activity.
At Iroquois, the movement is not well-known among
the students, but the school district isn’t totally indifferent and
does take some initiatives to
help the environment.
The movement that
organized the protest is called
Fridays for Future, born about
one year ago from the message
and commitment of Thunberg,
who protested from school in
front of the Swedish Parliament
every Friday since August 2018.
It wasn’t long before

this motivated young activist

An activist supports global
awareness in Verona, Italy.
Photo courtesy of Alice Sagripanti

brought global awareness to

what she claims to be the negligence of all 195 parties involved in the Paris Agreement,
signed in 2016 and designed to
rectify the climate crisis. Each
country was agreeing to keep
their carbon emissions under
2℃ (3.6 ℉). However, according to Climate Action Tracker,
very few of these countries
were upholding their part of the
agreement.
Fridays For Future
started out as a simple group of
kids holding a series of strikes
from school. Concerned about
their futures, they didn’t know
how else they could make their
voices heard. They asked politicians for stronger action regarding the climate crisis, specifically a complete phase-out of
See Climate Change, page 8

By Ava D’Amato, senior
Homecoming week is a huge event
here at Iroquois. Pumping up school spirit is a
major goal of the school every year. During
this week, there are games that take place during lunches, theme days, sports games, a pep
rally, and it’s all leading up to the Homecoming Dance on Saturday night. With all the participation from the student body, many people
have been saying that it has been one of the
best homecomings yet.
This year, the theme days had a new
spin on them. Splitting from the traditional Pajama Day, Merch Day took the place of it
on Monday, kicking off Spirit Week.
Other theme days included Decades
Day, which was the theme of the dance this
year, Class Color day, Bills Mafia day, and to
conclude the week’s festivities on Friday
was Spirit Day, filling the school with Iroquois
red, white, and blue.
When interviewing people many
said that they liked the change of theme days
and the break from the traditional days.

Senior, Anna Gwodz commented,
“I especially liked the change because this year it
was a break from the normal and all of the days
had a correlation to the dance theme somehow.”
New lunch activities included teacher
trivia, “Guess that Song,” and yard
games. The highly participated wing eating contest
got all students on their feet during lunches to see
who would finish the fastest and win
the Wing Eating Contest. Junior Jayden Ford won
the contest during 3/4 lunch, and senior Ben
Plonka won during the 5/6 lunch.
Alex Wyman, a senior and
SGB representative, expressed that she believed
that the lunch activities were extremely successful
this year and it was time for some new games to
be put in place.
This year, many teachers and students were able to contribute to the success of this
year’s Spirit Week.

See Homecoming, page 5

By Joseph Wheeler, senior
Smartphones are pieces of
technology that most, if not all, people at Iroquois have access to. They
play a huge part in students' daily
lives, often to the teacher’s dismay.
However, both the students
and teachers alike know that our
current smartphones have
changed drastically from their predecessors. Smartphones are now one of
the most popular tech products of the
modern day and probably of all time,
with 81% of Americans owning a
smartphone, according to Pew Research Center.
So, what started this trend
of our mobile computer and how has
it developed into such a necessary
device?
The first smartphone, the
Simon Personal Communicator,
came out in 1994. Released by IBM,
it cost $1,100 and was a small brickshaped phone with a 4.5 by 1.4-inch

By Michael White, ICS Alumnus

screen that they claimed only had
one hour of battery life. According
to Bloomberg, it only sold about
50,000 units in the first six
months.
Then, the era of the internet capable phones came and
reigned supreme. A decade after
the Simon, in 2002, the Blackberry
5810 was released, and it had a full
keyboard, slightly larger screen,
and the new advantage of being
able to browse the web with its 2G
capability. It was also praised for
being able to send emails instead of
paging.
When asked about the
5810 back in 2010, the former Chief Executive, Thorstein
Heins, said, “There were four main
pillars: battery life, typing, security
and compression.”
See Smartphone, page 5

By Miranda Kistner, ICS Alumnus
Calling all students interested in pursuing a field in medicine-New York University School of Medicine announces it will offer free tuition to all of its students regardless of academic merit or financial need.
The program, effective as of August 16, 2018, is available to all
current and future students attending the school of medicine. Yearly tuition
at NYU is $55,000, which amounts to $220,000 worth of debt after 4 years.
This entire sum of money would be covered by the university. However, the
program will not cover additional costs of attendance, such as room, board,
and fees, which cost $27,000 per year on average.
The motive behind NYU’s offer is to encourage students to pursue
the lower-paying fields in medicine after graduation, such as family medicine, pediatrics, and research. Med school graduates are increasingly pursing higher paying specialties, such as orthopedic surgery or cardiology, in
order to pay off their immense debt. Schools worry that this will create a
scarcity of professionals in the lower paying areas of practice.
The freedom from debt could also allow students to pick a field of
medicine that they genuinely enjoy, rather than the one that helps them pay
off their debt the fastest. According to The New York Times, the average
amount of debt for a medical graduate is $190,000. Still, NYU’s goal may
be offset if students choose to enter into the higher paying fields simply
because they make more money.
However, this gift is not available to just anyone. There are only
531 students currently enrolled in the school, with a miniscule 1.6% acceptance rate. Applicants must hold at least a bachelor’s degree in an area
such as biology, chemistry, or physics. The average GPA for their medical
students is 3.93.
Regarding the University at Buffalo, the Jacobs School of Medicine is almost as selective. According to The Princeton Review, there are a
mere 645 students in the medical school with a 9% acceptance rate. The cost
of attendance is more than $46,000 per year, which unlike NYU, isn’t covered by the college itself. Even though UB is local, students could graduate
with $184,000 in debt while NYU graduates could graduate debt-free.
All of this comes into question after the passage of the Excelsior
Scholarship that New York State. With the passage of the 2018 State Budget, New York is now home to the nation's first accessible college program.
Under this groundbreaking program, more than 940,000 middleclass families and individuals making up to $125,000 per year will qualify
to attend college tuition-free at all CUNY and SUNY two- and four-year
colleges in New York State.
Students looking to pursue a career in the medical field should investigate the educational pathway for undergraduate studies that is most
conducive to their professional ambitions as well as their pocketbooks.
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Many websites ask you to pick a password using specific rules. But, you may be surprised to know that many of these tricks should not
be used in order to pick a strong password.
In order to understand how to pick a
strong password, you need to know exactly how
hackers will try to steal it. Hackers don’t try to
guess your passwords themselves. They build
hacker bots, which can test thousands of passwords every second, and are basically only limited
by the hacker’s internet connection.
So, using the name of your pet or your
birth year is fine, if it’s not a common password.
Hackers don’t bother telling the bot all this information because it’s faster to program a bot that
tries every possible combination.
The first mistake many people make
when choosing is they use a common password.
For example, “password.” The first thing a hacker
bot does is called a “dictionary attack,” where it
will test each of the top 10,000 most common
passwords. This works incredibly well because
according to passwordrandom.com, “91% of all
user passwords sampled appear on the list of just
the top 1,000 passwords.”
They also provide a list of the top 10,000
passwords. Some of the most common are
“password,” “123456,” and “qwerty.” By the way,
if any of the passwords in this article are yours,
you should change them right now!
Don’t think changing a few characters
will help either. Any bot trying to figure out your
password, in addition to checking the top 10,000
passwords, will try testing variations of those passwords. Making your password “Pa$$word!23” is
not much more secure than just “password.”
The next most common mistake is to use
See Passwords, page 6

By Luca Sullivan, senior
In multiple instances with the movie industry, the director sparks an idea for a sequel. Many times, this turns one movie into a timeless series, although not every sequel leads to an
ever-lasting story. Sometimes, a sequel can hurt the
movie in its entirety, receiving bad ratings and reflecting negative comments about the second film
being unnecessary and “not needed.”
Based upon the nature of prequels and
sequels, it was hard to come up with a conclusive
decision on whether “all sequels are worse” or “all
sequels are better” than the original. Generally
speaking, many reviewers rate sequels positively,
as well as see them as a necessary component in
making the prequel better understood. Although,
there are quite a few times where the sequel misses
the mark.
One long-standing series evaluated was
the National Lampoon’s franchise. The movies
started out with National Lampoon’s Vacation, a
witty and relatable comedy. Released in 1983, the
movie is set around a family of four taking a road
trip to the infamous “Walley World.” During their
travels, they run into an abundance of mishaps and
misfortunes, in turn, making the movie a hysterical
See Movie Sequels, page 7
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By Megan Axelson, senior
Do you want to make the best of
winter 2019 in Buffalo? As the snow approaches, you may be finding yourself looking to find activities to pass away those winter blues. Look no further! The city of Buffalo has so many entertaining festivities and
events for family and friends.
Looking for things to do as winter is rolling around? Canalside is wellknown for ice skating, which is a great outing for the whole family. You can easily
find skating hours online on the Canal Side
website.
Ages five and under skate for free;
ages six to twelve and military cost $4.00,
and ages thirteen and over cost $6.00. Don’t
have skates? They got you covered! Skate
rentals are $4.00 during normal hours and
$5.00 during special holiday hours. Sizes
range from a youth seven to an adult 15.
Hungry after a long skate? Come
down to River Works and you are guaranteed to find something that will satisfy your
hunger. Their menu offers a great variety in
a cool, industrial setting.
A junior at West Seneca West High
School, Cameron Briggs, mentions that in
her most recent trip to River Works, “I order
the sea food mac and cheese, and let me tell
you, no complaints here! Their service was
top notch as well and I am definitely looking forward to going back and trying something new!”
Tired of the typical boring old
date nights? Come ice biking at The Ice at
Canalside. This is also another feature that
Canalside offers the public. Ice bikes are
rented for approximately $12, which gives a
rider 30 minutes of bike time. Take a ride
on this hot Buffalo sensation during the cold
months.
“A division of Water Bikes of
Buffalo combines the activity of riding a
bike along with the ability to perform this
feat while on the surface of the ice. Ice
Bikes of Buffalo will give you a way to
participate on the ice if you are not the best
on ice skates,” mentions Water Bikes of
Buffalos website.
Are you bored of watching hockey
games on a small screen? Come and watch
the Buffalo Sabres play on the ice at Key
Bank Center. Check out the team’s upcoming schedule and make sure to buy your
tickets. The team plays on home ice against
opponents such as Calgary Flames on November 27, New Jersey Devils on December
2, and the Vegas Golden Knights on January 14.
Iroquois High School senior, Valarie Szefler, mentions, “I have been to multiple Sabres games over the past years and it
is something that you don’t want to miss out
on! There is so much spirit and energy in
the arena every time I go. It is a perfect opportunity for you and your family to get up
and do something. I promise you won’t regret it!”
Want to see something breathtaking? Make sure you make your way down
to Niagara Falls. Mist from the falls freezes
on the surrounding trees, creating an iceSee Winter Events, page 6
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By Emily Wacker, sophomore
Many Americans are aware of the harmful effects that smoking cigarettes
can have on the human body.
According to the CDC, as of 2017, about 34 million U.S. adults smoke
cigarettes. Every day, about 2,000 young people under age 18 smoke their first cigarette, and more than 300 become daily cigarette smokers. Over 16 million people live with at least one disease caused by smoking, and 58 million nonsmoking
Americans are exposed to secondhand smoke.
It goes to show that despite proven and guaranteed harm to the body,
many Americans continue to smoke
Though created to curb cigarette smoking addiction, the more recent alternative of e-cigarettes has been met with sharp criticism over marketing to youths as
well as the deadly connections that have sprung up nationwide.
Currently, there have 34 recorded vaping-related deaths that have occurred
in 24 states as of October, 2019. Furthermore, there have been 1,604 cases of ecigarette, or vaping, product use associated lung injury reported to CDC from 49
states
An electronic cigarette, otherwise known as an e-cigarette, vape pen, or an
e-cigs are battery-powered devices designed to resemble cigarettes or sometimes a
USB, used to provide nicotine to the brain. Traditional cigarettes are lit and inhaled; the tobacco naturally carries nicotine. However, in e-cigarettes, nicotine is
also inhaled but in the form of a liquid mixed with flavorings and other chemicals.
These liquids can also include any drug or any liquid, including alcohol. The mixture is then heated, by means of a coil, in a liquid cartridge or tank into a vapor, to
then be inhaled. Because the devices produce vapor instead of smoke, this method
of smoking is commonly referred to as “vaping.”
Originally, e-cigarettes were designed to help people already addicted to
traditional cigarettes wean off the amount of nicotine that they are consuming to
more easily quit their smoking addiction with little to no withdrawal symptoms.
This, however, has proven itself to be harmful, even for its intended adult audience.
Dr. Himelstein states, “For smokers, vaping can cause them to draw out their addiction to nicotine longer than if they just stopped smoking all together.”
Rima Himelstein, an adolescent medicine specialist at Crozer-Keystone
Health, states, “While e-cigarettes are tobacco-free, there is evidence that they contain other harmful chemicals and is still exposing the user to large amounts of nicotine.” Himelstein also cited studies showing that toxic compounds including the gas
formaldehyde (used for embalming people) and other toxins like it have been found
inside of e-cigarette cartridges.
Researchers found that among teenagers who had never smoked, the use
of e-cigarettes was a strong indicator that they would try a traditional cigarette
within a year.
On the issue of it being a gateway, Himelstein shares, “E-cigarettes are a
way for nonsmokers to be introduced and become addicted to nicotine. This could
then cause them to try nicotine in other ways such as chewing tobacco and traditional cigarettes.”
Whether or not individuals think that e-cigarettes can be a gateway to
smoking, it is undeniable that vaping does put a person at high risk of exposing
their lungs to harmful chemicals and becoming addicted to nicotine.
It is already well-known that becoming addicted to nicotine, especially as
an adolescent teen, can and will have major negative effects on the brain’s development. Many people make the argument that not all “vape pods” contain nicotine;
the truth is that there are no required rules or regulations on what is being put into
the pods as well as lack of requirement for an accurate ingredient list. Although
users may think that they know what they’re putting into their bodies, it is apparent
they have no clue.
Surgeon General Adams from Yale University echoed these concerns in a
news conference by stating, “Studies show that youth, like my son, have no clue
what's in these products most of the time.”
In actuality, they’re being misled, misinformed, as well as targeted for
their poor decision-making skills.
Teens and adolescents are targeted by big tobacco companies. For example, they make vape juices in different flavors and are presented in brightly colored
packaging. One may think that the flavors could be used as an incentive for adults
trying to slowly take control of their nicotine addiction and quit smoking, but this
seems impractical.
Cigarettes are not exactly known for their great taste. So, adults who already smoke cigarettes and begin leaning toward vaping are not necessarily looking
for fruity flavors when they are well-accustomed to cigarettes. In fact, they often
crave the traditional flavor of cigarettes as part of their addiction.
Himelstein addresses the marketing strategies used for vaping during periods when there is a lull in sales. She states, “Facebook was the primary method
owners used to communicate with customers. It was an easy way for them to quickly post specials, featuring new e-liquid ‘juice’ flavors to boost sales.”
See Vaping Truths, page 7
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By Noah Radomski, junior
“With the 7th overall pick in
the 2018 NFL Draft the Buffalo Bills
select Josh Allen, Quarterback, Wyoming.” These were the words said by
NFL commissioner Roger Goodell
heard by current Bills quarterback
Josh Allen the night of the 2018 NFL
Draft.
When Allen heard these
words, he knew, in an instant, his life
would be changed forever.
While the journey wasn’t
easy for him, Allen knew at this moment that all of his hard work had finally paid off for both him and his
family.
Growing up on a third generational farm in the small city of Firebaugh, California, Josh Allen knew
what hard work was all about. From
working on his farm to helping his
mother at her local restaurant, Allen
did whatever he could to help his family out.
With all of this, Allen was
still able to maintain a well-balanced
school life, while also playing many
sports, including baseball and basketball. The multisport athlete himself
also managed to be the starting quarterback for his high school football
team, which ultimately helped launch
the start of his career.
Coming out of high school
after being a great starter for his team,
Allen had received not one Division 1
offer to play college football. Even his
dream school and team he grew up
watching, Fresno State, didn’t believe
that he had the potential to be a starter
for the Bulldogs.
“I had no offers because no
one had ever come out of Firebaugh
for football,” Allen said in an interview with the Democrat & Chronicle.
Instead, he went to Reedley Community College to play football and see if
anyone would offer him a scholarship

in the meantime.
In a recent interview in
regard to Allen coming out of high
school, Iroquois junior Carlos Temple responded, “I was surprised Allen was in the NJCAA out of high
school versus the NCAA.” Temple
also added, “However when examining his last couple of games where
he has failed to find an open man, I
think it shows why he wasn’t offered a Division 1 scholarship.”
Overall, Temple needs to
see more out of Allen before he can
fully decide how he feels of him at
quarterback.
Eventually after one full
season at Reedley with no college
offers, Allen knew he had to take
matters into his own hands. Allen
took it upon himself to send out over
1,000 emails to every coach around
the country begging for a chance to
play college football for them. After
all of his hard work, Allen had only
received two offers, one from Eastern Michigan University and the
other from the University of Wyoming. Allen accepted the scholarship to play at Wyoming and he was
ready to prove himself to the team
and their fans.
“I couldn’t believe it; I
definitely had a chip on my shoulder
any time I went to practice or
stepped on the field. It was definitely a big motivating piece of why I
played the game,” said Allen in his
interview with the Democrat &
Chronicle. Eventually, Allen solidified his role as the starting quarterback for Wyoming.
After three seasons he was
able to impress NFL scouts across
the nation with his huge arm and
See Josh Allen, page 7

By Noah Radomski, junior
It’s that time of the year again, as NHL hockey has finally returned.
With a revamped team and new head coach, the Buffalo Sabres look to silence their critics during their 50th anniversary in the league and make the
playoffs for the first time since the 2010-11 season.
Buffalo was originally awarded an expansion team for the 1970
season, and this year is their 50th anniversary in the league. The team released a commemorative gold jersey that they plan to wear for 14 home
games throughout the regular season. The Sabres want to show how much
they truly care about their fans by offering many promotions throughout the
year, hoping to draw in huge crowds. Overall, this season is all about thanking them for the continuous support they show year after year.
Over this past offseason, Buffalo Sabres General Manager Jason
Botterill hired new head coach Ralph Krueger with hopes that he could lead
See Sabres, page 5
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By Austin Grucza, ICS alumni
White-tailed deer are abundant in our
region. Though beautiful, deer often cause problems for farmers, homeowners, and foresters and
can cause road hazards. If not properly managed,
deer numbers can increase dramatically, which
poses problems for people and impairs the condition of the deer. The Department of Environmental Conservation tries to manage deer numbers.
The goal is to balance deer with their habitat as
well as human land uses.
Coyotes have been in Western New York
since 1920 and would have grown in numbers
greatly if it wasn’t for sportsmen. Yes, that’s right,
hunters. Throughout the year's scientists have discovered that hunters take down at least seventy
percent of the coyote and fox population yearly.
With help from hunters the population of
the coyote's prey increase including, deer, pheasant, duck, goose, and mice. The Department of
Environmental Conservation has had many attempts to bring the population down even lower to
revive the turkeys and pheasants back into the
wild. They have released black bear and wolves to
try controlling the coyote population by decreasing their food source and creating more competition.
When a coyote has killed its prey, many
people believe that it cleans it to the bone, but it is
the complete opposite. The wild dogs will only eat
the intestines and leave the rest for bugs and scavengers, which leaves a lot of the animal to waste
and rot into the ground.
Fox are native to the Western New York
area, although they have also made one species
extinct in the wild, the pheasant. Fox kill for fun
and most of the time will kill as many animals as
they can since their stomachs, on average, can
hold a rabbit for 28 hours before being digested.
Pat Young, a local conservationist here in
Elma said, “If we need the population of deer,
turkeys, and rabbits to increase, something needs
to be done about the coyotes and fox. Otherwise,
like the pheasant, they will no longer be found
here and will have to be farm raised.”
Hunting seasons are very particular and
regulated throughout New York State for each
type of game as well as hunting style.
Furbearer season, which includes fox,
opossum, and raccoon, opens October 25, 2019,
while cottontail rabbits and coyote became free
game on October 1 throughout Erie County.
With hunters helping to control the problem of the population of fox and coyotes, the next
10 years should see Western New York's number
of coyotes decrease by almost half. This will make
the deer population increase and allow more of an
equal balance within the environment.
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Continued from page 1
On September 27, the annual Pep Rally had an “electric feel” stated by many students. Between all the fall sports teams getting recognized, the
cheer team’s performance, the games between all the classes, and to see who would
win the Spirit Trophy, the pep rally was a huge success.
Seniors won the Powderpuff game in double overtime against the juniors,
and had gained points during Spirit Week participation as well as the relay race during the Pep Assembly. Yet, the juniors, had also racked up points for the tug a war
and the cheer competition.
Concluding the Pep Rally, seniors Ted Tomasello and
Grace Kulniszewski won Chief and Lady Chief. The Homecoming Court consisted
of Kade Czijka and Kara Skipper for the freshmen, Ryan Sweeny and Makenzie
Walkowiak for the sophomores, Jayden Ford and Maryalice Skutnick for the juniors,
and Roy Wyzykiewicz and Abby Dombrowski for the seniors.
With all the suspense built throughout the whole Homecoming Week, surprisingly the juniors had won by accumulating the most spirit points.
When interviewing Mateo Alessi, a junior, said it was a shock to hear that
they had won because he thought that it would have gone to the seniors, since it is
their last year.
Senior Luca Sullivan was disappointed in the loss and said, “Well…we had
them in the first half.”
Although many seniors were in awe over what had happened,
the juniors too were still in shock over their win and began rushing the gym floor. It
was an exciting ending the Pep Assembly.
The night before the Homecoming Dance was the football game against
Maryvale. Winning the homecoming football game 30-19 set the mood for the dance
the following night. The dance was a great end to the week with many attending the
dance and giving a lot of positive feedback from students and faculty.
Overall, the 2019 Homecoming is going to be one to remember.

Continued from page 4
the team back to where they want to be. Krueger, who last coached the Edmonton
Oilers during the 2012-13 season, has had no NHL coaching experience since then,
but Jason Botterill has very high hopes that he could lead the team going forward.
“His communication skill, leadership, and service background make him a
uniquely qualified candidate to lead our team going forward,” Botterill told the Buffalo News.
Star players such as Jack Eichel, Rasmus Dahlin, and Sam Reinhart were
very excited about the hiring of Krueger and are hoping to take it to the next step by
making it to the playoffs. To add further depth to their roster, the Sabres also made a
big splash in NHL Free Agency this past summer. They hope the key players they
acquired will be able to help the team long term.
Some of the bigger moves the Sabres made this summer was trading defenseman Colin Miller and forward Jimmy Vesey. They also signed forward Marcus
Johannsen in Free Agency, but locking up Jeff Skinner, the team’s star left winger,
into a whopping eight year, 72-million-dollar deal was their biggest move of all.
Most of the Sabres’ roster has never experienced playoff hockey, so it is going to be
a very exciting opportunity for them to work together on the ice as a team in hopes
of reaching their goal.
Now that the Sabres had built up their roster, the next focus was the 2019
NHL Draft. With the 7th pick, the Sabres selected Dylan Cozens. He impressed during training camp and preseason, but ultimately the Sabres thought he was about a
year away from making the roster.
The preseason opened up in early September in which the Sabres finished
with a record of 4-2-0. The team played well, overall, and hopes to continue to do so
as well during the 82-game regular season.
When asked about the Sabres offseason additions, fellow Sabres fan, Mr.
Lysiak responded, “The team acquired some players, but the roster hasn’t changed
enough.” Regarding playoffs this year, Lysiak stated, “I think the team will be better
than last year, but getting to the playoffs will be a challenge. Overall, I believe Krueger needs to maximize the talent on the roster.”
Furthermore, Lysiak needs to see more out of the Sabres before he can
fully commit to his expectations.
All in all, the team plans to come in and work hard every day. Many analysts around the league suspect that the Sabres will have another bad year, but the
players and coaches plan to prove the doubters wrong and make the playoffs, for
what is a very special season to both them and Sabres fans.
As of right now the Sabres are putting forth strong effort with a record of 94-2 in the regular season. They hope to build upon their record going forward.
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Continued from page 2
About half a decade later,
smartphones such as the iPhone and Samsung Galaxy were introduced. They were
released in 2007 and 2009 respectively,
with small, full color screens and brand
new multitouch technology that were capitalized by their operating systems. The
iPhone ran iOS, which Apple
claimed vastly expanded the capabilities
of the smartphone. The Galaxy was also
running a relatively new software, Android, created by Google. According to
Apple, the iPhone sold 270,000 units in
only the first 30 hours.
Mr. Ruffino, who teaches such
classes as STEM Robotics and App Development, claimed that these phones
helped smartphones to “become far more
powerful and more like using an actual
computer.” He also mentioned, “They
certainly have helped people become
more tethered to the internet.”
That brings us to today, where
our smartphones have become more powerful than most of our laptops. With Samsung and Apple’s latest releases of
the Galaxy Note 10 and the iPhone11
respectively, the age of small phones is
long gone, as smartphones are now getting bigger with smaller bezels around the
screen.
Tech analysts from publications
such as Endget and Cnet say this is a
trend that is unlikely to end anytime
soon.
Senior Nick Sisti is a senior and
leader of the 2040 Club at Iroquois, an
organization concerned with conservation. When asked about the evolution of
smartphones, Sisti, commented that their
change was a “large improvement,” due
to the increased number of features such
as “taking photos, listening to music, and
even health tracking.”
With more innovation, however,
also comes more monetization, as the
prices of these flagships has increased
drastically and are now reaching the base
price of $1100.
This doesn’t seem to be driving consumers away though. According
to Bloomberg, Apple had to increase the
production of their newest
phones because it sold a lot better
than expected.
Although Apple and Samsung
still dominate the market, there are new
contenders that Forbes claims are gaining
more ground in the smartphone market.
They mentioned such brands as
Huawei, OnePlus, Google, and Oppo,
which have all been known to be inexpensive and very capable for their hardware.
Although Smartphone releases have become more expensive, and in
some cases controversial, they are also
becoming far more diverse and personalized for each individual and their needs.
People should be excited for the
future of smartphones and their capabilities.
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Continued from page 2
the same password you’ve already used somewhere else. A poll was delivered to all
the high school students over email. Of the 58 responses, 88 percent said that they
use the same password for either some websites or every website. This means that
the vast majority of people are using the same password for multiple websites.
A senior, who asked not to be named, said, “I know that I should use a different password for each website. It is just hard to remember all of the different passwords, so I keep it the same and I have never had problems with doing this.”
It seems that many people know they’re using a poor password, but are willing to use the same password to avoid having to remember multiple passwords.
The problem with this is that if someone finds your password for one site,
they’ll be able to quickly log in to any of your accounts. Most likely, you are storing
your password on at least one site, which doesn’t manage its passwords securely.
Most sites use a hash function to obscure passwords before it’s put in the
database. If somebody manages to find the password database on a site like Google,
they’ll only see a seemingly random jumble of over 50 characters, which cannot be
converted into the correct password.
T-Mobile was recently found to be storing passwords in plain text. This
means that somebody who found the password database was able to simply look at
the list of passwords. Worldstrides still stores passwords in this way.
A good way of figuring out whether a website is vulnerable to this is by
clicking the “Forgot Password?” button underneath the login. A secure website will
send you a link to reset your password because they don’t know what the password
is. All they see is the jumble of characters. A non-secure website may send you an
email with the current password in it.
There are also plenty of sites that are vulnerable to another kind of attack,
called man-in-the-middle attacks. This is when an attacker inserts code in the site to
intercept the password before it goes to the site’s servers. This is much easier to
check for. On any login page, check the address bar for HTTPS, or a green lock.
HTTP is not the same thing as HTTPS. Sites using HTTP are not secure. This includes espn.com, wikia.com, and time.com. If you visit any of these sites in Chrome,
there is a reminder in the top left corner that these sites are “Not secure.”
Whenever you make a password on a new site, chances are that the site will
tell you that you need to include uppercase letters, numbers, special symbols, etc.
These are actually much less helpful than the site would lead you to believe. However, people seem to trust them. One respondent to the poll said, “The weirder the password, the safer it is.”
Based on the information they gave, the best possible password they could
have would only take 42 minutes to crack, according to
www.howsecureismypassword.net.
If the previous attacks don’t work, then the hacker bot will try a “brute force
attack.” This tests every single possible password until it eventually reaches the correct one. It first tries something like “aaaaaa” then “aaaaab” and so on. This includes
special symbols and numbers, making these no more secure than regular, lowercase
letters. The password “y9$woG” is immune to dictionary attacks due to how uncommon it is, but would still only take 5 seconds to brute force, and is impossible to remember.
The much more helpful solution is to use a longer password that is also easy
to remember. The easiest way to do this is to come up with four random words and
just string them together. For example, “housecateatsfood” takes 35 thousand years
to crack and is very easy to remember. House cats, do indeed, eat food.
Another password, “larrysthetwitterbird,” takes an estimated 16 billion
years to crack. The name of the bird in the Twitter logo is, in fact, named Larry, so
that’s easy to memorize as well.
So really, the sites your passwords are stored on have been training you this
entire time to use passwords that are harder to remember and also less secure.
If you have trouble remembering your passwords, there are many useful
services that help manage passwords for you, fittingly called “password managers.”
Two of which are Dashlane and LastPass. They generate passwords filled with completely jumbled letters, numbers, and symbols. As an option, you can also choose a
password yourself. You can adjust the length of the password to whatever you want,
so it would be a good idea to set it to longest the site allows. Whenever you need the
password, the password manager simply fills it in for you.
LastPass and Dashlane both have free and premium plans, and are available
as a browser extension for any browser. Plus, if you have a phone running Android
8.0 (Oreo) or later, it will give you your password within any app. iPhone users can
copy and paste their password from the LastPass or Dashlane app.
Test the strength of your specific password at howsecureismypassword.net.
However, the site can’t be completely accurate because of the changes in technology.
Still, a password that takes a couple of years to crack is okay because it should be
longer than the attention span of whoever wants it. A great password takes over a
hundred years to crack, guaranteeing that nobody will ever be able to find your password.
The typical reasoning for passwords has generally been to make the password as complicated as possible. Not only does this not make your password much
more secure, but it also creates a password that is impossible to memorize for each
individual website. Although, by using longer passwords and possibly even password
managers, you can make a password that takes thousands, millions, or billions of
years to crack.
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covered forest. Come at night while the
falls are lit up with bright colors. This
beautiful sight will surely be an eyepleaser. Visit some of the shops and pick
up a souvenir to remember your trip to
witness the spectacle the majestic Niagara
Falls. Also, take part in the Maid of the
Mist boat ride that offers you an up-close
look at the falls.
Bored of playing in the snow in
just your backyard? Come join the fun
at Chestnut Ridge Winter Festival. This
event takes place on January 27 from 11
a.m. until 4 p.m. There is a giant fireplace
inside the park. It has one of the region’s
largest sledding hills with views of the
downtown Buffalo. You guessed it! Of
course, there will be marshmallows roasting, arts and crafts, and hayrides.
Miss seeing the animals at
the zoo? Arctic Edge at the Buffalo Zoo
allows you to say hello to animals like
Luna the polar bear during the frigid
months. You might see animals appear
out in the cold, such as sea lions, tigers,
and lions. While you’re there, check out
the indoor exhibits to warm up and see
what surprises they have to offer.
Are you sick of looking outside
your window at the dreary winter?
Though the Albright-Knox Art Gallery
has closed for a year of renovations, Buffalo still offers exciting opportunities to
check out the arts. The Burchfield Penney Art Center, located on the SUNY
Buffalo State campus, offers exhibits created by Western New York artists and,
certainly, masterpieces by Burchfield
himself, one of the most notable visual
artists to emerge from Buffalo.
While you’re there, check out the
latest exhibits: Scan is a sculptural light
installation running through Dec. 1.
Also, running through Jan. 5 is
Tour Without End (2014-2019), which is a
“multi-platform project that casts real-life
musicians, artists and actors as bands on
tour, and expands into a crossgenerational, Trump–era commentary on
contemporary culture and politics.”
Grab your winter gear and head
out the door. Take a chance on these
events and activities, and you are guaranteed to make unforgettable memories this
winter!
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watch. In the end, they make it to their destination, only to find out the amusement
park was closed for construction. The family ends up holding a park worker hostage
while breaking in and going on all the rides.
According to Rotten Tomatoes, the first movie received a 93% by “tomato
critics” and an audience rating of 85%. Rotten Tomatoes is known for being extremely critical, even rating audience favorites below a 50%.
With booming reviews and amazing audience critiques, a sequel was released. National Lampoon’s European Vacation came out in 1985, but viewers were
unimpressed. The movie revolved around the same family going to Europe after they
won an all-expense paid trip on a game show. When they arrive in Italy, it’s one
disaster after another as the family tries to navigate the country.
Shortly after the release, Rotten Tomatoes came out with its official review.
According to their website, they rated European Vacation on tomato scale of 36%
and an audience rating of 49%. In comparison, the sequel received much less praise
and it didn’t excite the audience. This follows the connotation that the sequels are
“never as good” as the original.
Despite the criticism from the public, the series released additional movies, such as National Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation, which got rave reviews and
the franchise went on to become one of the most watched in history.
Senior Ava D’Amato said, “Even though these movies came out many
years ago, I still watch them like they’re new.”
This same situation is again seen in It Chapter 1 and It Chapter 2. With the
release of the second movie, the audience was majorly disappointed. When the first
Chapter came out in 2017, the critiques were glowing. As seen on Rotten Tomatoes,
they scored the first chapter an 86% on the tomato meter and reported an overall
audience score of 84%. The movie caused an uproar in the horror community, while
it acquired millions in attendance at box offices worldwide.
Junior Molly Anderson said, “The cast of It Chapter 1 makes the movie
more entertaining and their relationships in real life make the story feel real.”
Due to its raging success, a second and final chapter was released in
2019 revolving around the kids grown up. It was expected to be just as much
of a hit as the first one, but ultimately, audiences were let down. Rotten Tomatoes
scored it on the tomato meter as a 63% and an audience score of 78%.
Jeffery Bloomer, a topic critic on Rotten Tomatoes, recalls, “It’s obvious
that filmmakers failed to fully reckon what they have put on the screen, and the results are grim.”
Bloomer was not the only critic with a negative review like this, as numerous reviews were splattered with uneasy thoughts. When looking at audience feedback, many of them were very underwhelmed by the ending and saddened that the
franchise came to a close.
Lastly, the Avengers franchise seems to reign supreme. When the first
Avengers dropped, it received amazing reviews by critics and comic fans. The three
most recent releases, Avengers: Age of Ultron, Avengers: Infinity
War, and Avengers: Endgame, all were favorably recognized by Rotten Tomatoes. Each movie received a score between 75% and 94%. It is unique for sequels to
be rated so high after the prequel exceeded many expectations. The audience feedback of the franchise was mostly positive with lots of comic fans praising the director for a perfect interpretation.
Junior Jacob Cantie said, “The Avengers series is very action packed
and they all have a great storyline to them. I like how they bring all the characters
together from other movies. My favorite Avengers would probably be the original.”
As a result, it’s hard to determine if a sequel will perform as well as its predecessor. Although, in many cases, the audience has an emotional attachment to the
first installment of the franchise and expects the second to match their love of the
original. So, sometimes the sequel falls short.
Some movie sequels don’t match the hype and success of their prequels, but
producers are willing to take the risk on fan favorites.

Juniors win Spirit Trophy for Homecoming 2019
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ability to sling the football down field.
Quickly Allen turned into one of the best
prospects entering the NFL Draft. Many
teams, including the Bills, had scouted Allen. Buffalo had met with Allen for numerous workouts and meetings just months
before the NFL Draft.
Buffalo General Manager Brandon
Beane said in the Democrat & Chronicle,
“When we left Laramie, Wyoming we felt
really good about Josh.”
A couple months later on draft
night, the Bills held the 12th overall pick.
They made a trade with the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers to move up to the 7th pick to
draft Josh Allen. Buffalo believed they had
finally found their star quarterback.
After a successful rookie season, a
boy from a small town in California now
finds himself as the starting quarterback for
the Buffalo Bills in the National Football
League. Overall, it wasn’t an easy transition
for Allen, but he continues to put forth
maximum effort to solidify his role on the
team.
In a recent interview on Allen,
Iroquois junior Charlie Pietrantone responded, “Allen is a good, young quarterback
with a lot of potential. He has a strong arm,
which is very useful in the common NFL
era.” Pietrantone also added, “Allen has
proven himself of being capable, and if he
stays healthy, I don’t see why he can’t lead
the Bills back to the playoffs.”
As the starter, Allen hopes to continue to build upon the success that the Bills
have already found this season, and prove
to his teammates and fans that he can lead
the Bills back to the NFL playoffs.
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As a result, lawmakers in some
states are trying to get flavored vapes
banned.
When people think of the health
concerns that come along with vaping, it
is likely that many people’s first thought
is of a potential addiction to nicotine. Yes,
an addiction to nicotine is still hurting the
body, but there are many more health concerns that come along with the usage of ecigarettes that go beyond an addiction to
nicotine.
“While e-cigarettes are tobaccofree, there is evidence that they contain
other harmful chemicals and still exposing
the user to nicotine.” Himelstein also went
on to share that a large number of ecigarettes carry a form of formaldehyde
and diacetyl, which are both chemicals
that can cause cancer and lung diseases.
The FDA does not currently support any e-cigarette as a safe or effective
way to quit an addiction to smoking. Surgeon General Jerome Adams issued an
advisory stating, “I am officially declaring
e-cigarette use [vaping] among youth an
epidemic in the United States.”
This being said, if the FDA is not
supportive of vaping usage then uneducated teenagers should definitely not support
the substance that is potentially hurting
them.
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fossil fuels to promote the transition to renewable energy in accordance with the Paris
Agreement. Since last year, the movement has grown and is now quite active and present in
more than 30 countries around the world.
The movement organized three global strikes in the past year as well as Week for
Future, a series of protests and events that took place during a week in September. Week for
Future is considered one of the largest coordinated global protests in history, with an attendance at the strike on September 27 of more than 7.6 million people around the world, according to Global Climate Strike, the official Week for Future website.
Throughout that week, more than 4 million people participated in Europe, with
impressive numbers in Italy (1.5 million participants) and Germany (1.4 million participants). However, in the United States only a mere 500,000 people took part in an event or
strike. The lack of involvement raises the question whether Americans may not be totally
conscious or concerned about the climate crisis.
The U.S. has the second highest carbon emissions in the world after China. It
doesn’t have a national law in place that mandates recycling, unlike Europe (who has had
this law for a dozen years), and it wastes more food daily than any other country.
That’s alarming because the average American seems to be uninterested in becoming “environmentally friendly.” Studies show that 75% of Americans are highly to moderately concerned about the environmental crisis, but only 20% of this group actually make
some kind of effort to help
protect the environment, as
reported by Pew Research
Center. It appears to be a small
group of committed Americans that take the initiative to
lessen their carbon footprint.
The students in
our school reflect these statistics. When asked if Iroquois students felt environmentally conscious, the
majority of them answered
yes. However, when they
were asked to define how they
are helping the environment, only a small few came
up with a list of actions
they take in their daily life.
Doing something
for the planet may seem like a
big task, but there are a few
easy ways for one to do more:
being more water and energy conscious, exercising mindfulness about food production and consumption, and
trying to “reduce, reuse and
recycle.” These are three small
ways everyone can help
make a difference.
Our school district
is not totally indifferent about
the climate crisis. Through
the formation and participation
in clubs, Iroquois has taken
some steps to raise awareness
among
its
students
throughout the years.
For example, a An elementary school class new club centered on the environment was started just
last year by Nick Sisti, who is
takes part in the Sept. 27
now the president. It is
called 2040 because studies
Global Strike for Climate.
have labeled this as “the
year of no return” for the
Photo courtesy of Alice Sagripanti
planet.
In line with the club’s slogan, Sisti stated, “We have to raise awareness through
action. We have to take our own steps to do something about our future.”
The club meets every Friday morning to discuss environmental issues. In addition,
they are planning to organize two awareness days during the school year and to ask the principal to switch from plastic to metal silverware in the school cafeteria.
Another program embraced by Iroquois is STEM (Saving Through Energy Management) that has been around for more than 15 years. Its main task is collecting and recycling the contents of the blue recycle bins around our school. With STEM’s contribution, the
school is able to recycle paper, old cell phones, and printer cartages (that otherwise would sit
in landfills over a thousand years).
STEM also maintains an educational project concerning energy waste in Iroquois
elementary schools. “Making kids aware is very important because they need to know about
the problem before they can do something to solve it,” said Mrs. Freatman, STEMs advisor.
“We can do something to help our children’s future and the future of their children, so we
should do it.” she said.
The creation of Iroquois groups like STEM and 2040 exemplify that many staff and
students identify a need for change. On a small scale, these clubs contribute to the cause.
Though small steps may seem insignificant, one must remember that it was the voice of one
determined 16-year-old activist that compelled nearly 7 million people into action. Greta
Thunberg’s voice has echoed around the world and is now being heard right here at Iroquois.
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